The Preamble is the educational or constitutional law units of Teachers such as the Magna Carta and Code of Ethics. This is considered as our prodigy or axiom. This will serve as our sanctions to avoid disobedience or infringement. As duly licensed teachers, we consider it as our spring board or guide. Educators must apply it in our workplace and in our community. It is our alliance to the nation and to our beloved profession. As classroom teachers, we have the rights to exercise power inside the classroom or outside the learning environment. EXCEPT right to suffrage and block propaganda such as establishing organizations or any club that stimulate affiliations are strictly prohibited. Once that you disobeyed those governing bodies/laws or the so called GOLDEN RULE of Education, expect that there is a corresponding forfeiture for the said offense.

It is clearly stated that is our obligation to promote a Child friendly school. We should possess some good attributes such as being adorable, well determine, thoughtful & energetic. Remember Teachers are replica of the youth. They will train the children to become successor of the next generation. Henceforth, as classroom manager, we have the rights to impose disciplinarian actions to prevent haphazard situations just like bullying and anarchy. This is our reverence or matrimony to perform habitually our Daily Routines. We can help the students to overcome those problems thru counselling, test and replacement. These guidance services diagnose the mentality and abnormalities of the person. As you can see, other courses perception is very high when it comes to educational courses. We are highly recommendable in the society because we are the producer of the new leaders of the country. Our aim is to teach our student to become nationalistic and patriotic. Each section in our universal law discusses the conviction and
ideology of our degree. It is our responsibility to adhere and comply in our decree or legislation.
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